Transforming space.
The Await collection is the perfect solution for lobby, lounge, higher education and hospitality settings. Its staggered ganging capabilities exemplify the versatility and functionality in transforming space.
Exquisite tailoring featuring topstitch detail speaks to the sophisticated styling of Await; the spring packs in the seats bring a new level of comfort to the Coalesse lounge collection.

Endlessly extendable for large landscapes, Await creates contemporary niches of dramatic in-between spaces and casual conferencing.
**Product Features**

- Glass tablet and connector table (A)
- Freestanding table base (B)
- Ottoman casters (C)

**Product Elements**

**Seating**
1. 30”D 66”W 27”H; 2. 30”D 88”W 27”H; 3. 30”D 88”W 16.5”H;
4. 22”D 22”W 16.5”H; 5. 44”D 22”W 16.5”H;
6. 44”D 44”W 16.5”H; 7. 44”D 66”W 16.5”H

**Freestanding tables**
8. 15.75” Dia. 19”H; 9. 15.75” Dia. 25”H

**Connector tables**
10. 20”D 4.5”W 15.375”H; 11. 28”D 4.5”W 15.75”H;
12. 42”D 4.5”W 29.375”H

**Surface Materials**

**Seating**
All APPROVED Maharam, Designtex and select
Luna graded-in and COM. Elmo leathers and COL.

**Tabet and table tops**
Available in glass and laminate.